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COACHING WITH YOUR THREE BRAINS

Coaching with 3 Brains
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“The only thing constant is CHANGE” Heraclitus

Susan Frend

Sue Frend
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Presence
Our actions are most likely to revert to what is habitual,
especially when in a state of fear or anxiety. Collective actions
are no different. Even as conditions in the world change
dramatically most businesses, governments, schools and other
large organisations, driven by fear, continue to take the same
kinds of institutional actions that they always have
All learning integrates thinking and doing. In reactive learning
thinking is governed by established mental models and doing is
governed by established habits of action

mBRAINING
• The way we use our multiple brains
• Process of aligning and integrating our multiple brains for specific
outcomes

mBIT (multiple Brain Integration Techniques)
• A suite of practical techniques for communicating with, aligning &
harnessing the intelligence of your multiple brains
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Science now shows.....
• We have not just One but Three functional brains (centres)
• They do different things - different locations, functions,
perspectives and ways of communicating
• And wisdom requires all three

Preferred way of processing???
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Wrong brain? Wrong Job? Not Listening?
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Those who synthesised and made whole…
• Grant Soosalu

• Marvin Oka

mBraining a synthesis of…..
• Neuroscience (neuro-cardiology
and neuro-gastroenterology)
• Clinical evidence
• Pathology and disease evidence
• Embryology
• Eastern medicine

•
•
•
•
•

Behavioural modelling
Neurolinguistics evidence
Cross cultural studies
Esoteric fields/Spiritual traditions
Action research and field testing
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What makes a brain a brain?
• Large numbers of neurons & ganglia, including sensory neurons &
motor neurons
• Neurons interconnect in complex ways with other neurons
• Support cells and components such as glial cells, astrocytes, proteins,
etc.
• Can make complex reflexes via an intrinsic nervous system (i.e. it
doesn’t need the head brain - it functions even in the complete
absence of the head brain)
• Has a chemical warehouse of neurotransmitters (those found in the
head brain are also found in the gut and heart brains)
• Functions by: perceiving/assimilating/processing information, memory
storage and access, neural plasticity and adaptiveness (i.e. the ability to
‘learn’)

How many neurons in each brain?
Cephalic Brain

50 – 100 billion

Cardiac Brain

30 – 120 thousand

Enteric Brain

300 – 500 million
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A brain can:
•
•
•
•
•

Sense
Learn
Remember
Communicate/signal
Change

Neurolinguistics
I can/cant get my head around this
Use your head
Where’s your head at?
Good/No head for ‘x’
Wasn’t thinking straight
Heads up
Heart on your sleeve
From the heart
Close to my heart
Hand on heart
Heartfelt
Heavy / Light heart
Gut instinct
Trust your gut
Have the guts to do ‘x’
Can’t stomach it
Swallow my pride/fear
Take time to digest
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The Cardiac Nervous System
• Sometimes called the Third Brain

– Has > 40,000 neurons that can work independently from the head
brain
– Ability to sense, process information, make decisions
– Demonstrates a type of learning and memory
• Secretes several hormones, including oxytocin

– Known as the love or “bonding” hormone
•
•
•
•

Heart forms second in the foetus
Born with 120,000 neurons
We can lose some of them
Can grow them back
Source: Sat Dharam Kaur; beyondaddition.ca/2016/09/04/gut-brain-addiction

• Heart maintains the balance of your ANS
• Is in constant communication with the head and gut brains
• More ‘signals’ going up than coming down
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Autonomic Nervous System
Freeze, Feed, Fornicate

Fight or Flight

Source: HeartMath® Institute (1997)

“Every profound innovation is based on an
inward bound journey, on going to a deeper
place where knowing comes to the surface”
W Brian Arthur
Economist
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HeartMath® Institute

Discovery exercise – Balanced Breathing

Compassion
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The Enteric Nervous System
• Oldest brain
– Forms 1st in the foetus
– Begins at the mouth & oesophagus, ends at the anus

• The gut has its own nervous system
– Consists of about 500 million neurons

• Operates independently from the cephalic (head) brain
– Can function without it and has been dubbed our “2nd brain”

• Has 2-way communication with the brain and CNS via
– Parasympathetic fibres of the vagus nerve and
– Sympathetic fibres of the prevertebral ganglia

• This channel is known as the Gut-Brain Axis
– Links emotional & cognitive centres of brain with intestinal function, and vice-versa

Source: Sat Dharam Kaur; beyondaddition.ca/2016/09/04/gut-brain-addiction

The Gut-Brain Axis

• Gut-Brain Axis is modulated by:
– Neurotransmitters, hormones, immune system cytokines
– Organisms in the intestines, what you eat, overall gut health

• Enteric nervous system affects the rest of the body, incl. head brain
– Levels of anxiety, appetite, satiety, mood, emotions, learning, memory, overall inflammation
– Plays a role in mental health and susceptibility to addiction.

• Enteric nervous system makes use of 30 different neurotransmitters, incl:
– acetylcholine (memory), dopamine (motivation), serotonin (happiness)
– > 90% of the body’s serotonin and 50% of its dopamine are synthesized in the gut and regulated by
the gut flora
Source: Sat Dharam Kaur; beyondaddition.ca/2016/09/04/gut-brain-addiction
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• Gut contains 70% of the immune system
• In constant communication with the heart and head brains
• More ‘signals’ going up than coming down

Prime Functions
Cognitive
Perception
Thinking
Making meaning
Emoting
Values
Relational affect
Identity
Self Preservation
Mobilisation
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Self-discovery exercise

Remember a decision that went really well.
(N.B. Sense into yourself. What was happening at the head, heart gut level)
•

Contrast that with a poor decision

• What do you learn?...................

When we understand:
•
•
•
•

What each network does
How it communicates
Preferred way of processing
And how to facilitate all 3 to work together
in alignment ….

• Profound change happens
• Issues dissolve and a whole new form of consciousness
emerges
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What gets in the way?
• Brain doing the wrong Job
• Not listening

• Not trusting
• Swamping
• Wrong order

An mBIT coach…

• Spots and understands what networks are in use
• Communicates with all the intelligences
• Brings the networks into alignment and congruence

• Elicits the Highest Expression from each
• Facilitates generative/emergent wisdom and Consciousness
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Who is it for?

Any human becoming!
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What next?
• www.susanfrend.com
• www.mbraining.com
– Resources; list of practitioners and trainers

• Books – ‘Coaching Wisdom’ on Kindle contains a lot of the
reference material used to develop mBraining

Training dates: 15th-18th February 2018
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THANK YOU!
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